
reGENerating Reality
Angels in the Wings Campaign

Case for Support

The power of media is in our hands.



“Without a spirit, you have no spirituality. 
Without spirituality, there is no hope; 

there is no peace.”

We match progressive impact investors and purpose-
driven brands with reGENerative media projects that
tell inspiring and transformative stories, to
collectively shift the narrative and lift humanity.

- Dr. Chief Robert Joseph

reGEN media mission

The power of media is in our hands.

An act or the process of regenerating: the state of 
being regenerated. 

Spiritual renewal or revival. 

Renewal or restoration of a body, bodily part, or
biological system (such as a forest) after injury
or as a normal process.

regeneration



 The time for intentional investment and innovative partnerships between brands
with advertising dollars, impact investors with vision, and artists with

transformative stories about the human spirit has never been better.
 

Close to $300 billion dollars is spent every year on advertising in North America.
Adults spend close to twelve hours a day connected to some type of media. 73% of
millennials are willing to spend more on brands who focus on sustainability, 40%
of Gen Z consumers demand social change and equity, and industries worldwide are

under scrutiny to do better for their people, the planet, and the future.
 

Every multi-sensory interaction we experience through media either expands or
constricts us. We can shift society's trajectory by consciously consuming stories

that uplift us, remind us who we are, why we're here, and reconnect us to what has
been lost. 

 
reGEN is dedicated to backing media that uplifts, heals, and is healthy. 

 
We can do this, together.

 

reGENerating Reality
The Stories We Consume Create Our Reality

The power of media is in our hands.

MEDIA IS A MIRROR OF THE REALITYMEDIA IS A MIRROR OF THE REALITY     WE WANT.WE WANT.



Imagine the Lift-Off Possible, Together

reGEN turns impact investment and advertising dollars into regenerative media assets that shift the narrative and lift
audiences - everywhere - to do our part to ensure the societal challenges we're facing now never happen again.

With your help, reGEN can begin Phase One of our of fundraising goal to prepare for projects and ensure inclusive, equal
access to opportunities for growth by offering wrap-around campaigns and care for creators across Turtle Island.

reGEN media promises a path of possibility and potential.
reGEN academy provides a future talent pipeline for all.

reGEN brokers innovative finance
opportunities by partnering with
brands, industries and foundations
to provide production dollars and
alternative distribution
opportunities to elevate advertising
and amplify impact through
storytelling.

Non-payable seed funding from a
circle of ten to fifteen Angel
financers @ $25,000 each to
support initial start-up
marketing and operations of
reGEN and secure nine
transformative projects.

Angels funding is reciprocal
rather than repayable with
Angels receiving various
benefits back for their
contribution to reGEN's future.

reGEN will partner with funders,
impact investors and progressive
brands to build a fund that
supports the sustainable
production of regenerative media
projects and a fair, living wage
for the creators who make them.

Phase Two - The Fund

Phase One - THE ANGELS

The power of media is in our hands.

Campaign Goal: $250,000 or 10-15 AngelsCampaign Goal: $250,000 or 10-15 Angels

Phase THREE - The STUDIO + ACADEMY



Gold medal holder for the 3000-metre event
at the Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) Junior
Olympic Games 2021, Kutoven (Ku) Stevens,
is an outstanding long-distance runner. He
lives on the isolated Yerington Paiute
Tribal Nation reservation that carries the
scars of residential trauma. Between solo
practices and holding a job and his
studies, the Nevada 2021 state champion in
the 3,200 metres reached gold medal status
at the USATF Junior Olympics, 2021. Yet,
17-year old Ku struggles to get noticed by
college recruiters and fulfil his dream of
a university scholarship and education.

At this pivotal point in his life, he
embarked on a two-day, 50-mile journey from
the Stewart Indian School to the Yerington
Paiute reservation. The run is in honour of
Ku’s great-grandfather, Frank Quinn, who
fled from the Stewart Indian School when he
was eight years old. It’s a remembrance run
he hopes will become annual and grow to
other communities. Remaining Native
documents Ku’s extraordinary journey of
hope and self-determination.

Imagine if these projects and projects like
them became the norm of how advertising
dollars were spent.

Imagine if media with these kinds of
messages became the daily mainstream.

Imagine if you were part of making that
happen. Setting a new trajectory for the
future.

Through the power of storytelling, we can
unpack the unspeakable. Through the art of
creative expression, we expand hearts and
broaden understanding to explore emotions
and actions needed now to move forward into
a kinder, brighter world.

Why Participant?
"Media is a MIRROR of the reality we want, NOW AND INTO THE FUTURE."

- Charlene SanJenko

She has pushed 150 pounds of bike and packs
over rocks, hiked through flooded bogs,
paddled the largest lake in the world,
snowshoed through dense coniferous forests,
and skied across wind-blown plains. Her
story is about a 6-year ecological and
reconciliation pilgrimage along the longest
trail in the world—the 24,000 km Trans
Canada Trail, and she is indie filmmaker,
Dianne Whelan.

reGEN invites you to proactively contribute to
the narrative that affects us all.

IMAGINE

The power of media is in our hands.
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Media is our generation's most powerful trajectory-shifting tool.
From economy to entertainment, from politics to beauty, our moment-by-moment
decisions are influenced by mass media. At reGEN, we don’t reject or avoid media —
we use it for its highest purpose. 

Market Potential 

Growth Potential 

Adults spend almost
12 hours/day

connected to media

Millennials spend
more on uplifting

brands

Gen Z audiences and
consumers demand social

change and equity

Millenials

2021 North American
Advertising Budget

Global ad market
spend by 2024

300 Billion
770 Billion

The power of media is in our hands.

Curated Deal-Flow Technology
Our growth potential includes the exploration of SHRED funding within the next
36 months to support system-changing research and experiential development of
A1 machine learning curated deal-flow in the regenerative media space. 

Media Wellness Rating App
Within 36-months, reGEN will explore partnership opportunities with Whoop 
4.0, Fitbit, InsideTracker, or Oura Ring to measure the effect of media on 
our mental and emotional health and overall wellness.

Impact media to follow the footsteps of impact investing in this decade. 



reGEN Start-Up Funding 
Spreading Our Wings

Start-up
Funding

Angel Supporters
10 to 15 Angels or Angel Clusters,
(multiple Angels) contributing
$25,000 each

Crowdfunders
*may be eligible for 30% 
B.C. Venture Capital Tax Credits

Executive Producer Credits

Exclusive Invitations to a
Creative Respite Retreats

Impact Media ProfilesValue of
Giveback
10 Angels

$750K

$250K

$250K

$250K

Government Funders$250K

"Stories -- and movies and television shows are just modern stories -- 
are the mechanism through which we process our experience of being alive. 

 
They're the way that we understand the world and our place in it."

~ Naomi McDougall Jones, Storyteller, Changemaker, Hollywood Filmmaker

The power of media is in our hands.

Angel Reciprocal Benefits

In-Studio Recognition
on Angels in the Wings
Legacy Wall



Who is reGEN?

Building on nine foundational years of PowHERhouse Women’s Leadership Accelerator, with
foundational roots dating back to 2000, reGEN media will introduce an innovative creative-
industry opportunity in relational investing, reciprocal partnerships, impact media
finance, and brand-brokering services.

reGEN’s partnership with PowHERhouse, will ensure the creative development of transmedia
portfolios and wrap-around amplification campaigns for film, theatre, podcasts, and
documentary projects that recognize and celebrate the partners who make it possible.

“We believe that impact media will follow in the footsteps of impact investing in this

decade, including new careers and jobs in this area.”

- CEO, Changemaker and Media Visionary

Charlene SanJenko grew up in Armstrong, BC, just 13 minutes away from the 
Splatsin Band, home of her birth mother. 

Raised by an adopted family, her personal story is a powerful narrative about finding her 
authentic Indigenous roots and standing tall. Today, she is an Indigenous Impact Producer. 
Her career includes two-term as a municipal politician, a competitive athlete and a 
performance coach, media visionary, and a community economic development enthusiast, 
including five years in the investment services industry.

She is the face and the reputation behind reGEN media. Her thirty years of experience in 
various leadership roles and industries qualifies her to lead reGEN.

As reGEN's Lead Executive Officer, Charlene's primary focus as a modern-day medicine woman 
is on brokering impact through innovative finance and reciprocal partnerships and 
strategically leading other creatives to support executive production. 'Media is our 
medicine.'

The power of media is in our hands.



Join our Angels Circle of Reciprocity

toGETHER, WE CAN:

Build a changemaking legacy and shift our
trajectory for the future

Mobilize media investment to fully activate
positive and progressive generational change

Create purposeful partnerships committed to making
things better - and brighter - for future generations

Use the power of media to heal and lift society

The power of media is in our hands.

We are guided by the Seven Grandfather Teachings: 

Humility, Bravery, Honesty, Wisdom, 
Truth, Respect, and Love.

Become a 25k Angel

or Create your own 25K Angel cluster



“Beyond competition, when we work
alongside each other, each one taking

responsibility for a piece of the pie; win-win-
win situations are created for ourselves, 
each other, our clients, and the public.”

- Charlene SanJenko

ANGELS IN THE WINGS
The power of media is in our hands.


